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The purpose of this paper is to prove the theorems of [2] in an essentially 
character-free manner. The methods used are similar to those in [6]. We 
stress that the results here are not new. The first few are due to Fong and 
the remainder to Brauer. 
Let F be a fixed algebraically closed field of characteristic p > 0. If  G is a 
finite group, we let F[G] denote the group algebra of G over F and ZF[G] the 
center of F[G]. As in [I] the p-blocks of G are in one-to-one correspondence 
with the centrafly primitive idempotents of F[G] and with the hnear 
characters of ZF[G]. In general B or b will denote a block, e or f  a centrally 
primitive idempotent and X or p such a linear character. The above corre- 
spondence will be denoted by t+. We let d(B) be the defect of B and S(J?) is 
a defect group of B. 
If  C is a conjugacy class of G, we let 6(C) be a defect group of C and C 
the sum of the elements of C in F[G]. Let Hi and HZ be subgroups of G. 
Then Hi =o HZ signifies that Hi and HZ are conjugate in G while Hi Cc: N, 
means that Hr is conjugate to a subgroup of Hz . Finally v  is the exponential 
p-adic valuation normalized by V(P) = 1. 
We will use freely results relating S(B) and e for B t) e. 
DEFINITION ([3]). Let H i? G and let b <+ f t) p be a block of N. 
Now G acts on F[H] by conjugation and as such G permutes the blocks of H 
by b” 4--f f 2 <--f pZ where x E G and pL”(cy) = p(&l) for a~ E ZF[N]. We let 
T(b) = {X E G 1 6” = b} be the inertial group of 6. Clearly T(b) 2 H. 
Let b, ofi for i = 1, 2,..., t be the distinct conjugates of 6. Then clearly 
a -fl -f-f2 -I- ..f +ft is an idempotent central in F[G]. As such 01 is a sum 
e, + e2 + .** + e, of centrally primitive idempotents ej in F[G]. I f  B, 1-+ ej 
then for all i,i we say that Bj covers b, . 




LEMMA I. Let B ++ X be a block of G and b i--f p a block of normal sub- 
group H. Then B rovers b if and or@ if for all a E ZF[G] n F[H] we have 
h(n) m_ ~(a). In particular zf bc is defined then bG covers 6. 
Proof. Let bj H f, +F pi be all the conjugates of b and let Bi H ei t+ hi 
be all the blocks covering 6. Then by definition 
e1 -1 e, -+ ...-. e,.-~1; -, f2-j--...+f,. 
Suppose that X(a) ~ p(a) for all n t ZF[G] n F[H]. Then since the above 
expression is such an a: we have 
A(e, + e, ~- ... -1~ er) =- h(f, -1 f2 --I "' -, fJ :~: p(fl j~f2 -;- ... +fJ L 1 
and B -= Bi for some i. Conversely let Q: E ZF[G] n F[II]. By definition of A 
and p we have 
a(e, -’ e2 + ... $ e,) = X,(a) cl - h(a) e, + ... i- 4.(a) e, + 13 
where /3 is nilpotent and the above expression is unique. Since 
01 E ZF[G] n F[M], 
Pi :-- p(a) for all i and WC have 
cu(e, + e2 $~ ... -.I e,) = 4fl + f:! -t ... -J-f!) = p(4(fl -tfi + ... +fJ + B' 
= p(cx)(el + e, f- ... +- e,) + 0'. 
Hence by uniqueness of the expression X,(E) = ~(01) for all i. 
‘h~0REhf 2. ([3]). Let b be a block of a normal subgroup II of G and let Bi 
for i =m I, 2,..., r be all the blocks of G corering b. Let B t> A be one of the Bi of 
maximal defect. Then 
i. 6(Bi) -Co 6(B). 
ii. 6(BJ -Co T(b). 
iii. 6(B) n H =o 6(b) and ~(1 HS(B)]) = ~(1 T(b)j). 
iv. There exists a conjzegacy class C of G with C C H, 6(C) =o 6(B) 
and X(C) f  0. 
Proof. Let Bi t> ej t-f Xi and let b, +-+ fi f-) ~~~ be ail the conjugates of b 
with B ~~ B, , b =-m b, . Set 
where aK t F and K runs over all conjugacy classes of G in H since a: E F[H]. 
NOW A(a) -:- 1 so there exists such a class C with a, + 0 and A(c) # 0. 
By Lemma 1, Ai(e) = h(C) # 0 f  or all i so 6(B,) cc 6(C). On the other hand 
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from 01 = e, + ea + e-0 + e, we conclude that C must occur with nonzero 
coefficient in one of the ei say ej . For this j we have 6(Bi) & S(C) so 
S(B,) =G S(C) >c S(B,) f  or all i. By maximality of d(B) we conclude that 
6(B) =G S(B,) =o 6(C) and (i) and (iv) follow. 
Let x E C and write pi = ~~~~ where yi runs over a system of right coset 
representatives of T(b) in G. We see easily that the coefficient of x in f,Y is 
constant as a function of y  on the T(b), K;,(X) double cosets. Since ac # 0 we 
conclude that for some y, the number of right cosets of T(b) in T(b) Y&-(X) 
is prime top. Thus [&(yxy-‘) : &(y~y-l) f~ T(b)] + 0 (p) and T(b) 3o 6(C). 
Since 6(C) & S(BJ this yields (ii). We conclude also that 
Let L be the conjugacy class of H containing x so C = (JL”T’ where xi 
runs over a system of left coset representatives of Q(L) in G. By Lemrna 1 
with p = p*l 
(I # h(C) = p(f) = p (p’) = c pyt). 
As a function of z we see easily that @(I?) is constant on the T(b), !Rn,(L) 
double cosets. Thus for at least one such double coset T(b) AJIn,(L), the 
number of left cosets of Q(L) contained in it is prime to p. Hence 
[T(b) : 7’(b) n ‘%o(.~Lz-~)] $ O(p). Since sXG(zLz-l) = HK:,(Fzx.z-~) this 
implies that HS(C) contains a Sylow p-subgroup of T(b) so 
Thus ~(1 HS(B)I) = ~(1 T(b)]) and th e second half of (iii) is proved. 
Finally &z;l) f  0 for some x1 so 6(b) (IH S(LZr’). On the other hand since 
01 = fr + fi + a.0 +ft and these fi are all conjugate in G we see that the 
coefficient in fi of fi,’ IS nonzero for some z2 so S(b) &S(LzZ1). Since 
S(L”;‘) =o S(L”1’) =G S(L) we have S(b) =c S(L). From (IH(x) = E,(X) I? H 
we conclude that S(L) =c S(C) n H and the result follows. 
LEMMA 3. Let B be a block of G and let H n G. Then B covers a block 
of H and all such blocks are conjugate in G. 
Proof. For each conjugacy class of blocks of H let (Y~ denote the sum of 
the corresponding centrally primitive idempotents. Clearly J5& = 1. Let 
B o e. Since each 01~ is a sum of centrally primitive idempotents of F[G] it 
follows that e occurs in precisely one CQ . 
LEMMA 4. Let G be a group with a normal p-subgroup P. Let H L\ G 
with H 2 go(P). Let B be a block of G covering a block b of H. Then 
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i. B : bG. 
ii. 6(B) n H =mmG S(b) and ~(1 HS(B)j) = ~(1 T(b)l). 
Proof. Let B f- F h, b 1--f IA. Since P /, G we have 6(B) > P and hence 
&(8(B)) (I &(P) c H. Thus if C is a conjugacy class of G with C $ H then 
6(C) & 8(B) so h(C) = 0. Thus by Lemma 1, X --- pG and (i) follows. Since B 
is then the unique block covering h, (ii) follows from Theorem 2. 
THEOREM 5. ([2]). Let D he u p-subgroup of G, N 91,(D) and let 
H /\ N m?h Ii r: LL K,(D). Then there is u one-to-one correspondence between 
blocks B of G with S(B) (; I) und representutizes b of the lV-con&yacy classes 
of blocks of 11 satisfJmg 
i. S(b) =-= D n H. 
ii. ~(1 DH 1) ;; ~(1 T,(b)l). 
Under the covsespondeme B : 6”. 
Proof. By the First Main Theorem of Blocks ([I]) we may assume that 
G :-~ iii. Given B, the bloclts of H covered by B form a G-conjugacy class 
by Lemma 3. If  b is covered by B then by Lemma 4 since D ,J, G, 
S(b) ~~~ D n H ;I H and ~(1 DH I) ~~ v(j T(b)l). 
Now let b be a block of H satisfying the assumptions. Then by Lemma 4, 
B bG is the unique block covering 6. Also S(B) n W zG S(b) = D n H 
and ~(1 ZlS(B)1) v(j T(b)l) . . . I,(/ DH 1). Thus 1 S(B) n EI / : : / D n Fir 1, 
I HS(B)I / DH 1 so I S(B)1 1 D /. On the other hand 11 A. G so I) C S(B) 
and hence D = 6(B). This completes the proof. 
DEFINITION. Let D be a p-subgroup of G. Then (D, 6) is called a block 
pair if b is a block of DC&(D) with defect group D. If  (D*, b*) is a second block 
pair then (I>*, b*) weakly extends (D, 6) provided D ,A\ D”, D* n C&(D) C D 
and 6” == b for all x t D*. We say (D*, b*) extends (D, b) if it weakly extends 
(D, b) and if bW m= beW where IV ~m~m D*&(D). An extension is proper if 
D -f D %. 
We remark that if (D, b) is a block pair then bc is defined and S(bG) 2, S(b). 
Moreover if (D*, 6”) extends (D, b) then bc = b*‘. 
Let E be a primitive 1 G Ith root of unity over the rationals Q and let R be 
a vaiuation ring in Q(E) with maximal ideal (7~) and with p E (QT). Then 
R/(r) c F and once this isomorphism is fixed we can consider, as in [I], the 
ordinary and Brauer characters of groups H involved in G as being members of 
the blocks of H. 
THEOREM 6. ([I]). Let D be a p-subgroup or G and let H = D&:,(D). 
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i. T%eve is a one-to-one correspondence between the blocks b of H and the 
blocks 6 of HID. LYnder this correspondence S(b) =mHID S(b)jD. 
ii. Let b t) e be a block of H with 6(b) ~:= D. Then b contains a unique 
irreducible Brauer character 9) and a unique ordinary fireducible character $ 
with D in its kernel. Moreoreu $ is modular irreducible, v($( 1)) :mm I’( ( H/D! ) 
and 
e ~5 t&l):! H/D 1 C’ It(x) x l mod (r) 
zc;here C’ denotes a sum over the p’-elements ?f II. 4 is called the canorrical 
chal-acter of 6. 
Proof. For any group G let Z%[G] d enote the F-subspacc of ZF[G] 
spanned by the class sums of the p-regular conjugacy classes of G. By a result 
of Osima ([4] or [5]), Z’F[G] contains all the central idempotents of F[G]. 
Kow let 0 denote the natural epimorphism F[H] -F[Z1,1D]. From the 
structure of N we see that 0 induces an isomorphism 0’ of Z’F[II] onto 
Z’F[H/D]. Hence the images of the centrally primitive idempotcnts of F[H] 
al-e distmct and nonzero. In the other direction, if A, and A, are distinct linear 
characters 011 ZF[H/D] then they are nonzero and distinct on %‘F[H/D] so 
they induct distinct linear characters on ZF[II]. This implies easily that 0’ 
induces a one-to-one correspondence between the centrallv primitive idem- 
potents of F[H] and those of F[H/D]. RI oreover if C is a p-regular conjugacy 
class of H and if c denotes its image in 13/D then S(c) ==H;D 6(C)/D. Since 
the defect group of a block B t->fis the maximum 6(C) over all thosep-regular 
conjugacy classes which occur in f, (i) fol!ows. 
Now if b t) e is a block of H with 6(b) = D, then bt, @ has defect 0. 
Thus by [I], 6 contains a unique irreducible character Q!J and a unique 
irreducible Brauer character v. Moreover {/J is modular irreducible, 
v($( I)) == v(iH/D I) and ? is just the idempotent associated with 4, namely 
Since P(e) = e the above remarks yield the formula for e. Clearly $ and 91 
viewed as characters of H belong to b. On the other hand if p1 is an irreducible 
Rrauer character in b or if z,$ is an irreducible character in b with D in its 
kernel, then v1 and I,L~ can be viewed as members of 6. This proves the unique- 
ness of ‘p and $. 
TIIEOHEM 7. ([2]). Let G be a group. 
i. Let G be a subgroup of G and let B be a block of G with S(B) =z D. 
ff cc;(D) C e, then there exists a bfock pair (D, b) with be = 8. 
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ii. Let (D, b) be a block pair. Then d(bG) > d(b) if and only if there exists 
a pair (D*, b*) properly extending (D, 6). 
iii. Let (D*, 6”) weakly extend (D, b). Let #” be the canonical character 
of b* and let # be that of 6. Then (D*, b”) extends (D, b) if and only if @&,*, 
occurs with multiplicity prime to p in /J~,~~~, . 
Proof. (i) Take G = G, H = DC&D) = D&(D) in Theorem 5. 
Then there exists a block b of N tvith 8(b) = D and 6” _ 8. Since 
H = D&(D), (0, b) is a block pair. 
(ii) Suppose there exists (D*, h*) properly extending (D, 6). Then 
bG E b”G and d(bG) = d(b*c) d(b*) > d(b). Conversely suppose 
d(bG) > d(b). By Theorem 5, ~(1 TX(b)/) ‘:> ~(1 DH I) where H == DC:,(D) 
and N = Q(D). Let P be a Sylow p-subgroup of TN(b) and set IV q = PH. 
Let D* 7~ 8(V) so by Lemma 5 ~(1 D”H I) = ~(1 T,(b)j) = ~(1 WI). 
Thus D*H r: IV. Also by Lemma 5 since D ,s Wwe have D* n Do,(D) = D 
so D* n K,(D) C D. Moreover since P $ I-I, D* f  D and D il, Dr. VOVC 
D* r, D so O,(D*) C KG(D) _C W. Th us by (i) there exists a block pair 
(D*, 6*) with b*W I:- bW and therefore (D*, b*) properly extends (D, 6). 
(iii). Set H = DO,(D), H-’ -~ D*CCG(DX) and IV = D*&(D). Then 
H” C W, H ! W and 7’,(b) -p II’. I f  Iz -~- V’ then by Lemma 4 
S(B) n Ii ZY and S(B)H IV. Since by assumption D* n EI =-m D and 
D*lf : ll’ we conclude that I S(B)] 1 Zl 1. Thus since D” :!J, H”, if b” 
is a block of H* with b*W B then 6(h )^ em D*. Let b,* , b.$ ,..., 6: he all 
the blocks of II* with defect group D’, let I/J? be the canonical character of 
b: and let 6: < + eLi: . I f  b < 5 e, then since T(b) TV and B is the unique block 
covering b we have B tf e. Let s denote the Brauer homomorphism from 
ZF[IV] to ZF[D*C:,(D*)]. By the above remarks we have 
s(e) = S,e,* f  S,e* $ ... -L STel* 
where 6, = 0 or 1 and 6, = 1 if and only if brw = B L bw. 
By definition of s and by Theorem 5, the above is equivalent to 
W)il HID I - VW = C Q,K+V)il H*iD* I . &+X4 mod (v) 
for all p’-elements x E &(D*). Note that ~($(l)/ I H/D 1) = 0 and 
~($f(l)/ 1 H*/D* I) = 0 so vze have 
4(x) = 1 a,&+,*(x) mod (x) 
for all p’-elements x E EG(D*) and for fixed rational integers ai + 0 mod(r). 
Let y  be the unique irreducible Brauer character of b and p),* the one for bT 
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These are of course also irreducible Brauer characters of Co(D) and &(D*) 
respectively since O,(D)/&(D) n D) N H/D. Now Q!J and q~ agree on 
p’-elements and the same is true of 4: and QI’ so the above becomes 
The linear independence modulo (TX) of the irreducible Brauer characters of 
&(D*) now yields 
F’ir,(D*) =- 1 b,yT + A’ 
where b, 7: ai& mod(p) and A denotes a sum of other Brauer characters. 
M’e have of course 
where A denotes a sum of other irreducible characters of KG(P). r\loreover 
all such characters occurring have Ko(D*) n D in their kernels. Since 
D* 2 D and I)* n K,(D) C D we have easily D n Q(D*) = D* n &(I>*). 
Thus all the characters on the right in the above expression have D* n O,(.D*) 
in their kernels and hence can be viewed as characters of H*/D*. Since 
4:’ , PT belong to a block of defect zero in this group we conclude that CJJ,* is 
not a modular constituent of any of the characters in A. Taking modular 
constituent of the above expression therefore yields ci z= bi . Thus 
ci + 0 mod(p) if and only if Si == 1 and hence if and only if b:” = bW. 
This completes the proof. 
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